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hydrostatic weighing machine, an apparatus for mak- I There is something apparently diabolical in its method with the common ore to produce the Bessemer product· 
ing salt from brine, a pumping engine, a rotary steam I of working. With every movement of its huge spade it The Bessemer converter blows the air from below the 
engine, and a system of artificial draught for steam 

I 
rips up a ton and a half of earth; and no one who mass of iron. 

boilers, dispensing with huge smokestacks and econo- has watched its work will deny that its nickname, In the new converter, on the other hand, the blast is 
mizing fuel. In 1828 he applied on the Victory the "Yankee Devil," if not euphonious, is at least appro- over the edge of the iron, horizontally, and produces 
principle of condensing steam and returning the water priate. Though of American parentage, this digger is a rotary motion in the metal, causing a most violent 
to the boiler, and in 1832 he ga ve to the Corsair the made at Lincoln. Its daily task amounts to some one agitation, which presents every portion of the metal to 
centrifugal fan blowers now generally used in Ameri- thousand two hundred tons. Besides these two ma- the blast and at the same time blows the slag and 
(lan steam vessels. In 1830 he introduced the link chines, there are two other forms of powerful e:¥cava- other impurities which are floating on the surface to 
Illotion for reversing steam engines on the locomotives tors, and many of other patterns working on the canal. the farther side of the converter. 
King William and Adelaide, and in 1834 he superheated The total uum ber of machines employed is over eighty, It will be seen that this converter is simply a me
steam in an engine on the Regent's Canal Basin . while more than a hundred locomotives are required chanical means of doing exactly what the puddler does 

Undoubtedly the greatest of all Capt. Ericsson's to dispose of the spoil. Some idea of the undertaking by hand, turning the iron over and over, and presenting 
achievements, however, and the one by which his name may be formed from the fact that Mr. Walker has all parts of the molten mass to the air, and exposing 
has become most widely known, was the building of found it necessary to lay upward of two hundred miles only a small portion of it at a time to the action of the 
the Monitor, in 1861. This little iron gunboat, almost of temporary l'ailw3·Y. blast.. So long as there is any silicon in that part of 
submerged, and with revolving turrets for the guns, After leaving the Manchester, or No. 3, dock, the 

I 
the metal exposed to the blast, the oxygen will attack 

was Ro successful in the now historic naval engagement canal immediately passes the great No. 1, or Salford neither the iron nor the carbon; and so long as there is 
at Hampton Roads, early in 1862, that the cOlllbat dock, where already the concrete quay walls are being carbon, the oxygen will not attack the iron. By the 
marked an epoch in modern warfare on the sea, and built. From this point to Thelwall the canal follows new process all the silicon, and practically all the car
changed the course of naval construction throughout pretty closely the course of the twin rivers Mersey and bon, can be burned out of the iron, or only the sili
the world. This vessel was built by Capt. Ericsson in Irwdl, touching little of importanQe save the Bridge- con may be burned out and the carbon left, and the 
one hundred days from the time the contract there- water Viaduct at Barton, to which we have already re- impurities removed by gathering them on the surface 
for was signed, and at a cost of $275,000. Little faith ferred, and two railways-namely, the Cheshire Lines of the molten metal, leaving steel when the blast is 
was anywhere felt in her success, and it was only with Railway at IrIam and the Midland line at Partington. stopped. 
great difficulty that the government was induced to These two rail ways, as also the other three which are Thus, by the new process, every grade of iron can be 
enter into the contract; but immediately following the cut by the canal, will be diverted and considerably made, from the purest wrought iron to the highly 
day on which the Monitor drove the Merrimac, dis- elevated, crossing the canal by high level bridges, so as carbonated steel. It covers the whole catalogue of pro
abled, back to Norfolk, all maritime nations began the to leave a clear headway of seventy-five feet. At'l'hel- ducts of i ron ore. The new process is like the Besse
policy of building armored ships, which, with many wall the canal leaves the course of the Mersey and cuts mer process in this-no fuel is necessary in converting 
changes, has since been pursued. straight across country to Runcorn, demolishing many the melted cast iron into the finished product, which 

Capt. Ericsson has since made many improvements private houses and the Latchford railway station on by the Bessemer process is Bessemer steel, and by the 
in this class of vessels, and in 1878 had constructed, at its way. It just touches the river below Warrington, new process is any grade of iron or steel that may be 
the Delamater Iron Works, a torpedo boat, which he at the site of the Warrington dock�, which will be desired, whether metal for machine bolts or metal to 
styled the Destroyer, that had many novel and in- formed along the old river course. At Runcorn the be made into surgeons' tools. The development of 
genions features. During the attack the vessel is to canal again joins the Mersey. For the greater part of the Bessemer process has prepared the way for this 
be submerged, the torpedoes themselves to be dis- this distance the ship canal runs along the line of the new process. The perfection of the converter, and of 
charged under water by the aid of a novel construc- old Mersey and Irwell Canal, which has already been the blast machinery, and all those appliances which 
tion specially designed therefor. blocked for traffic in a very summary manner. From distinguish the Bessemer works of to-day from the 

During late years Capt. Ericsson has devoted a good Runcorn the canal skirts round the Cheshire side of the early ones, are necessary in the new process. The 
deal of time to the construction of a sun motor, and estuary of the Mersey as far as Eastham, where it marvelous feat of mechanical engineering which was 
has built a series of experimental machines for utilizing finally enters the river. It thus crosses the mouth of hardly a less noteworthy achievement of Sir Henry 
the sun's radiant heat. The leading feature of these the Weaver, and taps the salt traffic from Norwich and Bessemer than the discovery of his process itself is as 
machines is that of concentrating the heat by means of the Cheshire salt field. useful to the new process as to his. A Bessemer con
a rectangular trough, having a curved bottom, lined Our illustration shows how the canal crosses one of verter weighs, with its contents, from twenty to 
on the inside with polished plates, so arranged that the bays of the estuary, the canal being separated from thirty tons, and it is moved by a gentle effort, and it 
they reflect the sun's rays toward a cylindrical heater the river by a training wall, which is being tipped receives a blast so powerful that the whole mass of 
placed longitUdinally above the trough, this heater to across the bay from shore to shore. molten metal is heated to the highest temperature 
contain steam or air, to transfer the solar energy to the The" Track-bridge," at Lymm, carries the contrac- that has hitherto been used in the practical mechani
motor. tors' main line across the Mersey. There are five such cal arts. In the materials of its manufacture, and in 

Captain E ricsson has resided for more than a genera- bridges within two miles, to such an extent does the the appliances for its manipulation, the new converter 
tion at the house where he died, but for many years it river wind about. This railway now extends, without has the same essential necessities as the old. 
has been rare that any one has been allowed to see a break, the whole of the distance 1;Jetween Manchester Since the metal which comes from the Robert con
him. He had a high appreciation of the value of time, and Eastham, and is the line shown in our view of the verter can be a pure iron, a low or mild steel, or a steel 
economizing every moment in the working out of some estuary works. high in carbon, from this converter can be poured 
one or another of many proposed improvements. The The canal, when finished, will be one hundred and every grade of metal that is used by the smith or a 
speed with which he mastered details and threw off twenty feet wide at the bottom, and the sides will be rolling mill. And this range of metal includes iron 
designs is said to have been almost unparalleled, and he faced with stone. The whole of this stone is being cut that is now made by the puddling process, which is 
was a very close critic of all plans or drawings made out of the canal at Eastham, Ellesmere, Moore, Barton, the iron used by the smith and manufactured by the 
for him. His manners were simple and dignified, but and other places; while all the bricks required for the rolling mill into all forms of bar and sheet iron; the 
without assumption, and he impressed every one with locks, railway works, and different structures are steel now made by the Bessemer converter, which is 
whom he came in contact by his broad views and rich being made at Lyulln. An excellent clay is dug out of used for railroad iron, for iron beams and girders for 
stores of learning. the cutting there, and is converted into bricks by ma- buildings, for ship building. and all forms of massive 

Tbe deceased leaves no family. He married an Eng- chinery on the spot. There are two mills at work, and iron; the mild steel which is used for boilers and those 
lishwoman many years ago, but his wife died childless the total output is about a quarter of a million bricks processes requiring a soft and tough steel ; and a cru-
more than a quarter of a century ago. every week. cible steel, from which are made the tools and all the 

.. f • • .. The river diversion at Thelwall is being cut to finer products of the mechanic. This means that every 
THE MANCHESTER SHIP CANAL. straighten the course of the Mersey a little; otherwise grade of iron or steel that has hitherto been used for 

Although little more than a year has elapsed since the canal would cut it twice within about three hun- railroad bars and ship plates can now be produced by 
the cutting of the first sod in this vast undertaking, dred yards. The deviation is now being faced with the same method; and that all products of the ore may 
the work is now, thanks to the energy of the contrac- stone. be produced by a mechanical process, and so cheaply 
tor, Mr. T. A. Walker, in a remarkably forward state. We are indebted for our present illustrations to some as to give a greater stimulus to the use of iron and steel 
Indeed, more than one-third of the actual excavation photographs taken by Mr. H. C. Bayley, of Lymm, near than any previouR invention. Since the blast of air in 
has already been accomplished. The transformation Warrington.-lllustrated London News. the Robert process does not support the enormous 
wrought along the line of the canal in so short a time • f • • • mass of iron as in the Bessemer process, the blast is 
is truly marvelous. The meadows along the banks of The Robert Process Cor Iron and Steel. vastly less, and the entire plant, including engines and 
the Mersey and Irwell, on the borders of Lancashire About a year ago, a Frenchman, Gustave L. Robert, all the necessary machinery for the production of 100 
and Cheshire, now resound with the shrieks of dozens of of Stenay, France, made some experiments which were tons a day of any grade of iron or steel, can be built 
busy iittle locomotives and the rattle of innumerable the starting point of the new process, and the news for less than $10,000, or one-third the cost of the Bes
pumps and steam excavators. The landscape has suf- of his experiments came to the ears of J. 'V. Book- semel' plant of the saille capacity. '.rhe tuyeres of a 
fered rather badly; not only has every tree along the walter, the manufacturer at Springfield, Ohio. When Bessemer converter must be renewed after fifteen 
canal been felled, but entire woods, such as those at he heard of this discovery, Mr. Bookwalter immediately blasts. The tuyeres of the new last for 250 blasts. The 
Moore and Eastham, have been wiped off the face of went to see Robert's experiments. and he secured the Bessemer converter must be relined after a very few 
the earth; while the green meadows have been cum- right to the process in the United States. Returning blasts; the Robert after 1,000 blasts. By the new pro
bered by enormous and hideous spoil-banks, which to his factory in Springfield, he built an experimental cess the Uletal is heated much hotter than by the Bes
meet the eye in every direction. The end, however, in plant and improved and expanded upon the idea of selller process, and is therefore much more fluid; uut 
this case, at least, certainly justifies the means. A few the inventor. After twelve months of experimenting this quality, added to the freedom from impurities, en
years more, and the locomotives and other machines he has perfected the invention, and within a month or abIes the new converter to pour the metal directly into 
will, doubtless, be at work on one or other of the many two his first patent has been issued. the billet which is to be rolled into the desired form, 
ship canals now being projected; while the earth will The process is so simple that every iron worker will whereas the Bessemer product IS so impure that it is 
hide its scars, and the unsightly tips will be clothed wonder that he did not discover it long ago. It can be cast first into a 14 inch ingot, and then" broken down," 
with a green mantle of herbage. best explained by comparing it with the Bessemer pro- as it is called, being rolled through a succession of rolls 

The greater part of the excavation is performed by cess. 'l'he peculiarity and the defect of the Bessemer which reduce the ingot to four inches square. The 
various kinds of machines, of which the German digger process is that the air is blown perpendicularly through new system Illakes possible the saving of about four 
is, perhaps, the simplest in its action, and, in suitable the Ulass of iron, keeping it in comtant agitation, dollars a ton in the making of the billet. 
soil, the most effective_ It is in reality a land dredger, and therefore mixing all the impurities w'i.th the iron. The cost of making all grades of iron or steel is the 
and will excavate loose sand or soft earth at the rate of If the current of air be blown long enough to burn out same by the Robert system, and that cost is less than 
about two thousand tons per day, but in hard or stony all the silicon and carbon, the oxygen will also attack the cost of Illaking Bessemer steel. The significance of 
ground it is helpless. The American digger, on the the iron. and the resulting product will be a weak and this will be appreciated when it is realized that the 
contrary, will cut through the hardest soil, and even oxidized iron. To remedy this, the Bessemer system poorest grade of iron costs from four to six dollars a 
soft sandstone, with the greatest ease; nay, it will even introduces some ore of iron, such as ferro-manganese, ton more than Bessemer steel, and the highest grade of 
tackle the hard sandstone rock, after this has been containing a large amount of carbon, and a certain tool steel costs several hundred dollars a ton morp. 
"shaken up" with dynamite or blasting powder, amount of thi" peculiar ore is necesaary to be uaed Notonlyal'eallthese products, whicharealready made 
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CAPTAIN JOHN ERICSSON. 

This distinguished inventor and engineer died at his 
home, No. 36 Beach Street, New York City, at 12:39 
A. M., March 8, of an affection of the kidneys, of 
which he had been ailing for about two weeks, al
though his indisposition had not been considered 
serious until a day or two before his death. He would 
have been 86 years old on July 31 next. 

Capt. Ericsson was born in 1803, in the 
Province of Wermland, among the iron 
mountains of Sweden. His father was a 
mining proprietor, so that in his youth he 
had ample opportunities to watch the oper
ations of machinery. He early became an 
expert draughtsman, and exhibited a strong 
predilection for scientific and mechanical 
pursuits, making several philosophical in
struments and miniature machines before he 
was eleven years of age. Count Platen, a 
distinguished civil engineer, and friend of 
Bernadotte, King of Sweden, heard of 
Ericsson's precocious mechanieal talents, and 
went to see him. The Count examined his 
plans and drawings, and expressed high ap
proval of them, saying: "Continue as you 
ba ve commenced, and you will one day pro
duce something extraordinary "-words of 
encouragement which sank deeply into the 
mind of the young mechanic. 

Young Ericsson was soon afterward en
tered as a cadet in the corps of Swedish en
gineers, and at 12 years of age was ap
pointed to service under Count Platen, in 
the construction of the series of canals 
which, in connection with river and lake 
navigation, gives Sweden internal commu
nication between the North Sea and the 
Baltic. The work was carried on by the 
labor of soldiers, and young Ericsson had to 
provide employment for about 600 men. 
Work was conducted only in the summer, 
but his time in winter was devoted to the 
plans and drawings, and IUany important 
works on the canal were conli'tructed after 
the drawings made by him at this early age. 

He afterward entered the Swedish army 
as a lieutenant, at the age of 17, rose to be 
captain, and was appointed military sur-
veyor of the north highlands of Sweden, the archives 
of the government at Stockholm now containing maps 
executed by his own hand of fifty square miles of terri
tory. 

He was also at this time actively occupied with me
chanical inventions, and made a small engine to be 
operated by the heat products of Swedish pinewood as 
a substitute for steam-this engine probably being in 
fact the real predecessor of the hot air engine, which 

� titufifit �lUtrita •• 

he afterward successfully developed. In order to bet
ter prosecute his plans in connection with his new 
motor, he visited England in May, 1826, and took up 
his abode in London. Here he soon brought out a 
number of other new inventions, especially an illL 
proved boiler with artificial draught, associating himself 
for its manufacture with Mr. John Braithwaite. While 

) 

CAPTAIN JOHN ERICSSON.* 

thus engaged, in 1829, the Liverpool and Manchester 
Railway Company offered a prize for the best locomo
tive engine. Ericsson immediately set to work and 
planned an engine, made the working drawings, had 
the patterns made, and the whole machine completed 
within seven weeks. Three enginfls were entered for 
the prize-the Rocket, bui! t by George Stephenson, 

* A more extended iIlnstrated article upon Capt. Ericsson and his work 

will be published in the next issue. 

the Novelty, by Ericsson, and the Sanspareil, by 
Timothy Hackworth. The details of this competition 
have afforded one of the most interesting chapters in 
the whole history of steam engineering. The Novelty 
had a bellows draught and winding flue boiler, and with 
its tank weighed 3 tons 17 cwt .. , while the Rocket weigh· 
ed with tank 7 tons 9 cwt. The Rocket was the only 

engine which fulfilled the conditions re
quired, and therefore was the accepted com
petitor, but the Novelty commanded high 
praise, and is said to have made a speed as 
high as fifty miles per hour. 

Captain Ericsson about this time brought 
forward the idea of a screw propeller for ves
sels (which had been before proposed) and 
urged its adoption, especially for war vessels, 
in conjunction with the arrangement of 
screw and all the machinery under the water 
line. He proved the utility of his plan on a 
small boat on the Thames, which the water
men styled the Flying Devil. The British 
Admiralty authorities took a trip on this 
boat, but decided against the plan from the 
supposed difficulty of steering a war vessel 
with a screw at the stern. Two Americans 
had, however, examined Captain Ericsson's 
drawings, taken a trip on his little vessel, 
and highly appreciated its merits. They 
were Francis B. Ogden, American consul at 
Liverpool, and Commodore Robert F. Stock
ton, U. S. N. Through the influence of the 
latter, Captain Ericsson came to the United 
States in 1839, and in 1841 became engaged 
with Commodore Stockton in building the 
U. S. steam frigate Princeton, said to be the 
first successful propeller war vessel with all 
its machinery under the water line. In 
France Captain Ericsson is called the father 
of screw propulsion applied to war ves-
sels, as he designed the Pomone, the 
first screw vessel in the French navy. In 
1837 he built a vessel having twin screw 
propellers. 

About 1833, Captain Ericsson brought out 
his first practical hot air engine, which has 
undergone many improvements since that 
time, but of which many thousands have 
been in use for years, although, when con-

siderable power is required, the high anticipations 
at first tlntertained in regard to them have 1I0t been 
realized. He was also among the earliest construc
tors of steam fire engines, an engine of this kind made 
by him having been used in London in 1829. During 
the thirteen years that Captain Ericsson lived in Eng
land he is said to have brought out forty new inven
tions. Among them were a file-cutting device; an in
strument, still in use, for taking soundings at sea; a 

THE :HERSEY ESTUARY WORKS NEAR EASTHAM. SITE OF THE WARRINGTON DOCKS. 

DIVERSION OF THE :HERSEY AT THEL WALL. THE GERMAN STEAM DIGGER AT L YMM, CHESHIRE. 

PROGRESS OF THE MANCHESTER SHIP CANAL.-[For delicription lice pallic 164.] 
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by other methods, produced cheaper and more rapidly 
by the new process, lIut a class of products can be made 
which it has hitherto been impossible to make. From 
the converter the Uletal can be poured into mould!", and 
castings can be made which have all the properties of 
wrought iron. They can be bent, hammered, welded, 
and in all respects treated as if they were the product 
of the forge and not of the foundry. This means a 
rev01ution in the building of machiner�·. Wrought iron 
is five to seven times /l.S strong as the best cast iron. If, 
therefore, any piece of machinery requiring strength 
be cast of metal purified by the new converter, it can 
be one-fifth the present weight and of equal strength; 
or, if made of the present weight, of more than five 
times the present strength. There have been numerous 
attempts to increase the strength of castings, and to 
make what are known as malleable castings. The most 
successful has been the process of annealing. But this 
process has thus far failed in producing, for instance, 
heavy ordnance. If a highly carbonized metal from 
the new converter be cast, and the castings be per
mitted to cool slowly, it will be a soft steel, and part of 
which can then be tempered to any degree of hardness 
desired. The advantages of this are very great in the 
manufacture of such products as car wheels and heavy 
ordnance. 

The present manufacturers of steel and iron can 
utilize nearly all their present plants-all except the 
puddling furnace-when they adopt the new system. 
The greater part of most of the existing manufacturing 
plants is as necessary for the new process as for the old 
ones; and the additional machinery required is not 
costly in comparison w ith the cost of Bessemer con
verters.-HaTpeT's lVeekly. 

... , .  

Learn a Trade. 

The pract.ical advantage to one who has learned a 
trade was ext'mplified the other day in the person of 
Patrick Gleallon, Mayor of Long Island City. The ap
propriation for the maintenance of the water depart
ment having run Ilhort, a number of the men have been 
unpaid for some time. The other day they simply said 
that, if they didn't get their money, they would shut 
down the waterworks. Mayor Gleason, who (has at
tained fame of late by his manful attack upon the fences 
and other obstructions of the Long Island Railroad, 
which he leveled single-handed with an ax, said that 
he didn't propose that Long Island City should be left 
without its water supply. He couldn't force the city 
officials to appropriate the money, but he hitched up 
his trotters, drove to the waterworks, and told the men 
on duty that if they wanted to leave they could leave, 
he could run the engine himself, with the assistance of 
one or two of his friends. As he is an old engineer, 
says FiTe and Water, they all knew he could do what 
he said. Consequently, there was no strike, Long Island 
City was not deprived of its water supply, and since 
then, we understand, the salaries have been paid up. 
This is the kind of a mayor to have. 

AN IMPROVED VEHICLE SHAFT SUPPOR'i. 

The accompanying illulltration represents a simple 
attachment whereby the shafts or pole of a vehicle 
lllay be supported in elevated position when the 
vehicle is not in use, the shafts being- shown thus sup
ported in dotted lineI'. This invention has been pat
ented by Mr. James A. Peel, of Springport, Ky. An 
arm is pivotally connected with the forward axle of the 
vehicle, the outer end of the arm having a stud pass
ing through a slot in a plate attached to the shaft, the 
forward end of this slot having a recess extending at 
right angles to the slot. To the plate attached to the 
shaft is riveted a spring bearing against the under side 

PEEL'S VEHICLE SHAFT SUPPORT. 

of the forward end of the arm, and acting to throw the 
stud into the recess when the shaft is moved to the 
position indicated by the dotted lines. The shafts can 
then only be lowered by throwing the arm down 
against the tension of the spring, bringing the stud 
where it will slide in the slot of the plate attached to 
the shaft. 

J'citntifit �mtrt,a1l. 
AN IMPROVED ROAD CART, 

A vehicle designed to secure absolute freedom from 
horse motion, and in which the thills or pole may be 
adjusted to suit horses of different heights, is shown 
herewith, and has been patented by Dr. Lewis J. 
Lyman, of Manhattan, Kansas. To the rear ends of 
the side bars a rear spring is attached by flexible con
nections, such as heavy straps, which permit the spring 
to swing freely, the body being secured to the spring 
by a cross bar and irons. The front springs are circular, 
and are attached to the side bars by suitable inwardly 
projecting arms, the front of the body resting on a 
cross bar connected with the outer ends of the springs 
by flexible connections, so that the body is suspended 

and free to swing freely in all directions. The thills 
are coupled to the front ends of the side bars. and are 
held in elevated position by brace rods which pass 
through eye plates attached to the under surface of the 
side bars, the braceR being screw-threaded and provided 
with nuts for rai8ing and lowering the thills. 

Sel f-acting Car Couplers Must be Emp loyed. 

n 

A Lake 01" Petroleum. 

The New York l'1'ibune states that E. C. Beardsley, 
a well known oil and gas expert, of Pittsburg, was re
cently delegated by Booth & Flynn, R. C. Elliott, and 
other capitalists to visit Utah with a view to ascertain
ing what truth there was in the report that great fields 
of asphaltum containing hundreds of thousands of tons 
were to be found in that region. Mr. Beardsley has 
just returned, and in speaking of his visit said: 

"Seven hundred thout<and tons of asphalt seems lil,e 
a large amount, yet a field near Vernial, Utah, contains 
fully that quantity. It was located and partially 
owned bS Thomas Walley, a native of Armstrong 
County, Pa. This asphalt was formerly crude petro
leum which escaped from natural openings in the 
ground, flowed into the plains, where it now lies, and 
there dried. The field is located some little distance. 
from a railroad, but a line is being rapidly built-the 
Colorado and Midland-which will tap it. Asphalt is 
worth $20 a ton. Ex-Senator Tabor, of Colorado, is in
terested in the company about to develop the field, and 
the capital is $1,000,000. 

"In Wyoming, near Fort Washita, is another big 
asphalt field. Timothy Mullin, of Pittsburg, is interest
ed in the oil-producing fields of this district. There is 
actually a petroleum lake in that region. I was there 
and saw it. Mullin and George Graff, two Pennsyl
vanians, discovered a number of oil springs on Poison 
Spider Creek. They turned the course of the stream 
and formed a large natural oil tank out of what had 
once been the bed of Poison Spider Creek. They 
then turned the oil into this basin, and as it has been 
flowing at a fair rate for many months, a lake of pe
troleum has been formed. They have thousands of 
barrels of the fluid waiting for the railroad to come 
and haul it to the ocean. The long-expected railroad 
may reach that locality this summer." 

Speed 'I'rlals of A.II1erican Steam Yachts and 

Napb th a Launcbes. 

The ability of American steam yachts to maintain a 
high speed over a course of eighty nautical miles. with 
one turn, has again been tested in the races of the 
American Yacht Clu b during the past season. It seems 
that the required speed of sixteen nautical miles 
(18'44 miles), to win the Atalanta's challenge cup, was 
not reached by the contestants. 

The fastest time made over the 80 knot courlle for 
the past four years is, for 1884, 4h. 42m. 57s.; 1885, 
4h. 53m. 50s. ; 1886, 4h. 34m. 07s.; 1888, 5h. 3m. 
50s., which shows that the speed of the past season 
was considerably less than in former years. 

The naphtha launch races also afford !'ome interest
ing features in regard to the size and speed of this 
class of launches, the past season being the !'ecoud 
of these races, over a course of 8 knots (9'22 miles), 
the fastest time over the course being 68'082 minutes, . 
or at the rate of 8 miles per hour. 

. ..... 

At the recent session in Washington of the State 
Railway Commissioners with the Interstate Commerce 
Commission, Ex-Commissioner Coffin, of Iowa, now 
representing the Brotherhood of Brakemen, made an 
address which was received with marked attention. 
In the course of it he said, referring to the slaughter of 
men by the old link and link coupler and the hand 
brake: 4, Our commission in Iowa has caused a law to 
be made that has been on the statute books ten years, 
to the effect that the railroads shall report to the com
missioner the accident.s occurring along their lines, and 
it is shown that in ten years we have killed and lIul,imed AN IMPROVED PAVEMENT. 

2,424 men in the State of Iowa by these two causes A pavement designed to be strong and durable, and 
alone. 

I 
which may be readily taken up and replaced, has been 

"These are astounding facts. The average would be patented by Mr. Johann E. Knoche, of San J o�e, Cal., 
something like 240 a year. These reports commenced and is illustrated herewith. This pavement consists 
when we only had 5,000 miles of railway, while now we 

I
· mainly of hollow metal blocks or shells, as shown in 

have 8,000. The commissioners' report last year shows perspective and section in Figs. 2 and 3, these blocks 
that there were killed and wounded by these two to be either left empty or be filled with concrete or 
causes alone 349. We think in Iowa our roads are other material, and checkered on their upper �ur

managed as carefully as any roads. "Ne are a tem- faces. SUbstantially similar blocks are used both for 
perance State, and our railway mell are temperate and the carriageway and the gutter, but a flanged sup
careful, and still last year there were over 349 men 
killed and maimed by the twocallses I have spoken of. 

"There are 150,000 miles of railroad in the United 
States, and over six thousand of their active, strong 
men were either killed or maimed for life from those 
two causes alone last year. I state these facts so as to 
inspire a sort of enthusiasm on the part of the Inter
state Commerce Commissioners to induce them to use 
their influence to pass an act by the national legis la
ture compelling the adoption of safety appliances. I 
have a table in my hand, in condensed form, showing 
that in all the great accidents in the last fifty years 
there were less killed and maimed than there were 
killed and maimed by the two causes I have spoken of 
last year. These facts are astounding. 

"The resolution which you have passed looks toward 
national legislation in regard to these safety appliances. 
The only legislation needed, in my judgment-take it 
for what it is worth-is that in regard to couplers and 
brakes. The matter of heating cars will take care of 
itself. As a matter of advertisement, every main line 
will have these safety heating apparatus, hut you and 
I will send our car load of hogs, or steers, or whatever 
it lllay be, on .any train on any road that will take 
them, no matter if a hlj,lf dozen brakemen are killed at 
a time in coupling the car in which our freight is to 
another car in a train that is to carry the load on. 

"Let me give you another fact. Last year, in the 

KNOCHE'S PAVEMENT. 

port, as shown in Fig. 1, forms the edge of the gutter, 
the flanges bearing against the sides of the carriage
way blocks and bracing them and the gutter blockll. 
In laying such a pavement the blocks are arranged to 
break joints. 

... f, t .. 

-- .. -.-.. .. •••• ---- State of Iowa, there were 29,435,846 passengers who 
THE weight of the great !'moke cloud daily hanging 

over the city of Loudon, England, hal' been eomputed 
by Prof. Rohert.1> at 50 tons of solid earhon and 250 
tons of hydrocarbon and carbonic oxide gaRf'l; for each 
day of the year, a.nd its value at $1.0,000,000 per auuUlu. 

VALUABLE SEED8.-Seeds of the most valuable va- traveled. Not one waR burned by a fire hi'ating stove. 
rieties of cinchona hl'ing $1,000 per ounce in Ceylon. I While at the same time we killed and injured in that 
There are nearly 100,000 "e .. de in an ounce. I State by the pin and Hnk <!Qupler 350." 
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